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Abstract 

The study of text comprehension is the study of the cognitive processes involved as people process 
(and ultimately understand) the words, phrases, and sentences that make up larger bodies of language 
use (e.g., stories, magazine articles, novels, and so on). This chapter provides an introduction to sev
eral aspects of research on text comprehension: the methods commonly employed to study text com
prehension, the major themes that have emerged over the past several decades of work in this field, 
and the theories that have been proposed to explain the comprehension process. In examining each of 
these aspects of the field, we highlight not only the state of the art in what is currently known about 
text comprehension but also the wide range of techniques and research questions that have come to 

characterize this area of psychological research. 
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The use of language permearcs our cxisrence. 

We spend vinually all of our waking momems (and 

perhaps many of our sleeping moments) engaged 

in some kind of linguistic activiry-wriring e-mail, 

having conversations with friends, running through 

rhoughcs in our heads, and the like. A common fac

rnr across these situations is rhat language is almost 

always experienced in chunks larger than single 

words or single sentences. Thus, in most cases the 

comprehension oflanguage requires not just under

standing the meaning of the individual words or 

sentences, but the integration of rhe meaning of 

those words or sentences into a larger understand

ing of what is being talked or read abour. The pro

cesses involved in comprehending these larger units 

of language (srories, newspaper articles, conversa

tions, etc.) have been studied in some detail over the 

past several decades (see Graesscr, Gernsbacher, & 
Goldman, 2003, for reviews). 1he present chapter 

provides an overview of research in this area, wirh 

a particular focus on reviewing the work chat has 

examined comprehension of texts. 

Text comprehension is a complex cognitive 

activiry. To illuscrare the complexity, consider what 

it takes to understand the following passage: 

Jane woke up in a panic on ·n1ursday morning. Her 

rem check was due rhe ncxr day, but there was no 

money in her bank accounr. When she walked inro 

rhc kirchen, she remembered chat she had not yer 

deposited the large rcfi.md check thar she had gouen 

from rhe IRS. Afrer gccring dressed, she grabbed the 

check and drove to rhe bank. 

At the most basic level, undemanding rhis pas

sage requires the reader to decode the orrhographic 

symbols on the page, to recognize the words that 

the clumps of symbols form, and to recover the 

syntactic structure of the sentences. Beyond this, 

the reader must make sense of the whole text. 1he 

reader is cold that Jane is in a panic, that her rent is 

due, and that she has no money. It seems dear rhat 

these statements are related (i.e., Jane is panicked 

because she cannot pay her rent), but the text does 

not stare these relations explicitly; rarher, readers 

must infer rhe relations based on their knowledge of 

the world. Jane's goal, namely to reduce her disuess 

by finding a way to pay the rent, is also not explicitly 

stated in the text. 1he next sentence about her check 

from the IRS fits wirhin the structure of rhis goal 

and therefore is easily incorporated into the ongo

ing sitwttion. Finally, we are cold chat Jane drives to 

the bank as a way of meeting her goal. Note char 

if the final sentence had indicated rhat Jane drove 

to the beach, mosr readers would be confused, and 

rheir confusion would indicare a clash between their 

understanding of the situation conveyed by rhe text 

and their world knowledge: People who need to pay 

rhcir rent do not usually rake important checks to 

the beach. 

1his brief example highlights the major themes 

that have characterized research on rext comprehen

sion. Readers need ro establish a representation ro 

keep track of the events in the story, to be aware of 

the goals of the characters, and so on. Readers also 

need to draw on rhcir knowledge of the world to 

draw inferences that fill the blanks of components 

of the sicuarion nor explicitly described. Finally, 

readers need to monitor the information that is pre

sented in the texr to make sure it is coherern with 

the representation rhac they have constructed based 

on the previous sentences. The main focus of this 

chapter will be to describe the cognitive mecha

nisms char underlie readers' abiliry co accomplish 

these casks. 

Methods of Studying Text Comprehension 
Text comprehension is a complex activity that 

involves cognitive operations on every level of lin

guistic representation. Accordingly, a broad range of 

research methodologies has been used to investigate 

the mechanisms involved in the comprehension 

process. In this section of the chapter, we discuss the 

methods that are most frequently used in the field. 

Verbal P1'otocols 
When thinking about the question of how a text 

is understood, one mighr be interested in noting 

the kinds of overt strategies chat readers employ to 

srmcmre the comprehension task (Graesser, 2007). 

TI1e collecrion of verbal protocols, or "chink aloud" 

measures (see Ericsson & Simon, 1993), provides 

an efficient means ofdoiug so. Research participants 

may be asked to provide a report of whatever they 

are thinking as they read a text, or they may be asked 

to respond to specific questions. For example, at a 

given point during a text, a reader may be asked why 

a character performed a particular action, what the 

reader chinks will happen next in the story, or how 

well the reader thinks she or he is understanding 

what she or he is reading. Although verbal reports 

may not accurately reflect the momenr-by-moment 

processing that goes into the comprehension of a 

text, they do provide a valuable source of informa

tion abour the ways that readers are approaching 

che comprehension cask (e.g., what elements of the 

text they arc paying attention to and which de.: 

men ts they are ignoring). Verbal reports can also be 

used in conjunction with other research methods 

(see Magliano & Graesser, 1991; Trabasso & Suh, 

1993). 

Probe Response Measures 
Although verbal protocols provide researchers 

wirh insight into the knowledge that readers are 

retrieving as they process a text, verbal protocols do 

not allow researchers to ascertain when this knowl

edge is retrieved during the real-time, momem-by

moment processing involved in comprehension. 

A widespread method for accomplishing that goal 

is the use of probe response tasks. In this method, 

research participants are asked to read a text. At 

various points in their reading, they are interrupted 

with a secondary task that requires them to respond 

to a single word. For example, participants may read 

a sentence such as (1). · 
( 1) John walked down the street with a smile 

on his face. 

After reading rhis sentence, the word happy may 

be presented visually or auditorily. The reader may 

be asked co decide whether happy is a word (i.e., a 

lexical decision task) or may be asked to simply say 

the word happy aloud (i.e., a naming cask). TI1e logic 

of these casks is that if the reader has used rhe infor

mation presented in sentence (1) to infer that John 

is happy, then the response to the probe task should 

be faster when the probe word is happy (or, a related 

word, such as joyfu~ rhan when the probe word is 

sad (or a word completely unrelated to this infer

ence, e.g., table). 

Reading Time Measures 
Whereas probe response tasks have provided a 

valuable tool for studying the moment-by-moment 
retrieval of knowledge during text comprehension, 

they have the unformnate feature of disrupting the 

normal reading process: To respond co the probe, 

participants need to stop reading and attend to a 

secondary task. Therefore, researchers have used 

other methods to assess the reading process under 

more normal processing conditions. Reading time 
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methods range from those that are fairly coarse 
(e.g., measuring the cime it takes readers to process 
a whole clause or sentence) to those that are more 
precise (e.g., measuring the reading time for each 
word as the sentence is read, either by asking the 
reader to push a button to move from one word to 

the next in a sentence, or by monitoring the posi
tion of the eyes as they move across the semence). 
Reading time measures are typically used as an index 
of processing difficulty. Increases in reading rime 
suggest an increase in processing difficulty, which 
itself can be caused by many fuccors (e.g., the need 
to generate an inference to maintain the coherence 

of che cexc). 

Brain Measures 
Several methods of studying brain activity have 

been employed to study text comprehension. One 
such method involves measuring evem related 
potemials (ERPs), which are changes in electrical 
activity in the brain that occur during text com
prehension. For example, readers may be presenred 
with a sentence such as (2). 

(2) Jane wanted ro deposit her paycheck, so she 

drove co the beach. 
The word beach is anomalous in this context, and 

so it is expected that a change in brain activity should 
occur as participams read the word and notice the 
inconsistency. ERP methods provide very good tem
poral resolution in that the changes in brain activ
ity are closely time-locked to pardcular events that 
occur while processing language. However, because 
ERPs are detected by electrodes placed on the satlp, 
ERPs are noc ve1y good for localizing the activity 
to a particular part of the brain. Other measures 
of brain activity are funccional magnedc resonance 
imaging (fMRI) and positron emission tomography 
(PET). Both flvlRI and PET use changes in blood 
flow in the brain to determine which brain regions 
are involved in a given cognitive task. These meth
ods are useful for localizing changes in brain acciv
ity that occur during text comprehension, but they 
suffer from relatively poor temporal resolution due 
co che slow race of onset and offset for changes i~ 
blood flow in the brain, which is unformnate con
sidering how rapidly a process like texc comprehen

sion o.ccurs. 

Theoretical Issues in Text Comprehension 
Our discussion of the processes involved in 

text comprehension will be centered on several 
theoretical issues that have received attention in 
the literature. 111e first issue concerns the kinds 
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of representation that are constructed during text 
comprehension. Here we will consider the mulciple 
ways that a text can be represented and [he role that 
each of these representations can play in the com
prehension process. 111e second issue concerns the 
medium that is used co construct representations 
of text comenr. The final issue we rackle concerns 
the processes involved in comprehending a text. Of 
concern here will be the moment-by-moment pro
cesses involved in text comprehension, particularly 
the ways that readers "fill in the blanks" so that they 
e<u1 understand what the text is crying to convey, 
even though the text itself may leave important 
information unsaid. 

Levels of Representation 
Beginning with va11 Dijk and Kinrsch (1983), 

approaches co text comprehension have broadly 
accepred the claim rhat readers consttuct three 
levels of representation during che comprehension 
process. The first of these is the suiface-level rep
resentation, which is a verbatim representation of 
the wording used in the cexr. Generally speaking, 
the smface-level representation is short lived (e.g., 
Barclay, Bransford, Franks, McCarell, & Nirsch, 
1974; Gernsbacher, 1985). Kintsch et al. (1990) 
asked participants to read texts, then gave them a rec
ognition test co assess their memory for che different 
levels of text represemarion. Whereas memory for 
the surface form declined quickly (and was almost 
entirely lost over a period of a few days), memory 
for textbase and situation model representations 
remained somewhat accurate even several days after 
encoumering the original texts. Nonethe\ess, there 
are cases in which memory for the surface form of 
the text is long-lasting. For example, Murphy and 
Shapiro (1994) demonstrated that memory for the 
surface form of a rext can be high in cases where the 
text presems a joke or an insult (both being contexts 
in which remembering the surfuce form of the lan

guage would be of some import). 
111e second layer of representation is the textbase. 

111e texrbase is a propositional representation of 
che ideas explicitly st<tted in the text. As seen in the 
brief srory presented at the beginning of this chap
ter, texts are rnrely explicit about everything that is 
relevant to the comprehension of the situation that 
is being described. 111e textbase level of representa
tion does not function to fill in all of these gaps, but 
it does begin to glue some of the elements presented 
in the text cogether. Consider sentence (3). 

(3) 111e boy gave his mother a cupcake. 

A verb such as give has a particular argument strnc
ture, or configuration ofnoun phrases, that fills differ
ent roles in the action of giving. 111e boy is referred to 
as the agent of the action (i.e., the "doer"), the mother 
is chc recipient of the action (i.e., the '"receiver"), and 
the cupcake is the patient of the action (i.e., the thing 
being acted on). 111e binding of clements in the text 
(boy, mother, and cupcal<e) tO particular roles in rhe 
action {agent, recipient, patient) is accomplished in 
the textbase level of representation. Ir is worth noting 
that although the textbase is cradicionally considered 
10 be a level of rcpresentarion in discourse process
ing, there are some who argue that this level of rep
resentation is unnccessa1y. For example, ic has been 
proposed that individual lexical items may provide 
rhe comprehension system with "instructions" about 
bow to produce the situation model, thus eliminat
ing the need to have a textbase that connects the sur
face level and situation modd levels of represemation 
(e.g., Gernsbachcr, 1990). 

The third layer of represemation constructed 
during text comprehension, and rhe one that has 
received the most attention, has been variously called 
the mentc1l 111odel, discourse model, or situation model. 
These terms have been used for very specific purposes 
in the literarure, but for the present purposes we will 
rreat them as equivalent and adopt the convention 
of referring to this level of representation as the sim
arion model. The situation model is a representation 
of what the text is about. It is an amalgam of infor
mation that is contained in the textbase and informa
tion that has bi:en retrieved from the comprehender's 
general store of world knowledge (Kirnsch, 1988). 
le is here rhac information not explicitly mentioned 
in the text can be brought co bear in the service of 
understanding the evems that are being described. 
The generation of the inferences necessary ro make 
sense of the comem of che text takes place during the 
conscrucrion of a situation model. 

Zwaan ct al. (1995; Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998) 
proposed rhat sicuation models are structured 
around five dimensions: 

Protagonist. Who is involved in the events being· 
described? 

Time: At what time is the event taking place? 
Space: What are the spatial relations between 

the characters, objects, and events being 
described? 

Ct11m1lity: Whid1 events in the texc are causally 
related to each other? 

Intentionality: Is the incoming informarion rele
vam to the protagonist's goals and intentions? 

Readers track information along these, and pos
sibly other, dimensions as they process a text. Zwaan 
et al.'s (1995) account has two important implica
tions. First, events that are interrelated among several 
dimensions will be more closely linked in memory 
than events that are interrelated among fewer 
dimensions. Second, the ease with which incom
ing information will be integrated into the existing 
situation model depends on the number of dimen
sions on which che incoming text content matches 
the immediately preceding content. Overall, the 
more overlap between the incoming content and 
the existing state of the sicuarion model, the easier 
ic will be to integrate the new information into the 
model. 

A number of studies support Zwaan et al.'s 
(1995) general claim char readers monitor several 
dimensions during the comprehension of text. Space 
is the most explored of rhe dimensions. Some early 
views of simation models held that comprehenders 
constructed spatial represemations of tcxr content 
in a spatial medium that was analogous to the 
three-dimensional world in which we live (Glenberg, 
Kruley & Langston, 1994; Johnson-Laird, 1983). 
Rinck and Bower (1995; sec also Morrow, Bower 
& Greenspan, 1989) found evidence for this claim 
in experiments in which participants were asked 
to read texts about the protagonists' movements 
around a building. 111cy found that the reading 
time for sentences referring to objects in the build
ing increased as a function of the number of rooms 
between the location of the object and the current 
location of the main character in the building. That 
is, the more "space" the participants needed rn cover 
to get from their current location co the location of 
the object that was mentioned, the harder it was to 

process the sentence. 
Early indications were that situation models con

tained analogical spatial representations; however, 
subsequent work put important qualifications on 
this claim. Langston, Kramer, and Glenberg (1998) 
report a series of smdies in which they failed to 
find anything like analogical spatial representation. 
Moreover, Radvansky and Copeland (2000) used a 
combination of reading time measures and memory 
assessmems to demonstrate that sentences describ
ing functional spatial relationships between entities 
are read faster and remembered better than sentences 
describing nonfunctional relationships. Currem 
thinking on the role of space in situation models has 
thus shifted somewhat from the initial positions that 
appeared in the literature. Specifically, it appears that 
readers do not routinely construct derailed spatial 
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representations in their situarion models unless (a) 
the text is explicitly spatial, or (b) there is some stra
tegic reason to do so {see Langston et aL, 1998, for 
a discussion). Furthermore, the spatial relationships 

rhat are construcred are rarely analogical. 
Temporal representations in situation models 

have also been studied. Zwaan (1996) reports a 
seminal set of experiments chat explored the pro
cessing of sentences chat indicate a time shift in nar

ratives, as in (4). 

(4a) A moment lacer, the fireman .... 
(4b) A day lacer, .the fireman ... 
( 4c) A momh later, the fireman ... 

Zwaan (1996) found that the processing speed of 
such sentences was related ro the magnitude of the 
time shift that was indicated. 1he longer rhe time 
shift, the longer the processing time. 1his seems to 

indicate char oomprchenders are sensitive to the 
magnirnde of rime shifrs as they construct their sir
uarion models-longer time shifrs represent larger 
breaks in the cimeline of the narrative and rherefore 

require more updating of the sicuarion. 
The ocher dimensions proposed by Zwaan et al. 

(1995) have received comparatively less attendon 
in the literature (see Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998, 
for a review). Nonetheless, there is empirical sup
port for rhe general notion that these dimensions 
of a situation are craeked during rexr comprehen
sion. Ir is important co noce· chat most studies of 
che dimensional approach ro text processing exam
ine che tracking of a single dimension; fow studies 
have explored multiple dimensions ac once (bur see 
Therriault, Rinck, & Zwaan, 2006, for an example). 
Gaining an understanding of how cornprehenders 
simultaneously track multiple dimensions during 
text comprehension will he an important topic for 

further research in this area. 

"W'bat Are Situation Models Made oft 
The situation model is che level of representation 

that is taken to be synonymous with full compre
hension of a text. Ir is here that comprehenders itlte
grate information presented in rhe rext with their 
general score of knowledge and use chis integration 
to fashion an undersranding of the siruations that 
arc described. While virtually :Lil language compre
hension researchers would agree chat a situation 
model (or somerhing like it) is essential for success
ful text comprehension, there has been somewhat 
less agreement abom the nature of situation models 

themselves. 

TEXT COMPREHENSION 

One prominent view of the represemacional 
medium of situation models has been to propose 
rhat the models are, like the textbase, propositional 
in nature (Kintsch, 1988, 1998). To illustrate this 
type of representation, consider again sentence (3): 
The boy gave his mother a cupcake. The nature of 
this action could be represented via the proposi
tion (GIVE, AGENT:boy, PATIENT:eupcake, 
RECIPIENT:mother). This view holds that knowl
edge (generally speaking) is stored in propositional 
format, that propositions can be derived explicitly 
from rhe text when forming chc textbase, and these 
propositions can be united with propositions from 
the reader's general knowledge base to form a situ
ation model. Proposition-based accounts of situa
tion models have achieved wide-ranging success in 
explaining empirical phenomena associated with 
situation models. As one example, the activarion 
and inhibition of propositions, as instantiated in 
Kintsch's (1988) Consrrucrion-Imegration modd, 
has proven to be relatively successful in predict· 
ing what information will be available (and what 
information will not be available) at various poinrs 
during the comprehension of a text, the. kinds of 
inferences that readers will mal<e as reading a texr, 
and the kinds of performance that students will 
demonstrate as they comprehend and solve math
ematical word problems (a cask that inherently 

involves rhe comprehension of text). 
An alternative view of situation models holds 

that the representational medium is nor proposi
tional, but rather analogical. The key disrinction 
berween these views is that whereas the proposi
tional approach holds char the information pre
sented in the text is converted into a propositional 
"language of thought," the analogical view holds 
that the information presented in the rext is used to 
retrieve represenratioi1s chat are akin ro perceptual 
and spatial representations of the sort that forms 
our mental imagery (putting aside the contentious 

debate about whether imagery comes from pmpo· 
sitional representations). Johnson-Laird's (1983) 
approach to mental models is an early example of 
this perspective. A more recent exemplar of this view 
is the claim that language comprehension requires 
the construction of sensorimotor simulations of 
rhe events being described (e.g., Barsalou, 1999; 
Zwaan, 2004). That is, a sentence such as "The car 
approached you" would be understood by using the 
visual system ro simulate what it would look like for 
a car ro come toward you (Kaschak et al., 2005), 
and a sentence such as "1he boy gave his mother a 
cupcake" would be undersmod by using the motor 

system to simulate the action of transforring some
thing from one person to another (Glenberg & 
Kaschak, 2002; Zwaan & Taylor, 2006). 
· Both propositional and analogical rcpresen

rarions have their propont:nts in the liceracure. 
Proponents of the propositional representation for
mar point co the empirical successes of the formal 
models that have been constructed based on chis 
sort of representation. As noted earlier, Kinrsch's 
(1988) Consrruction-Integration rheory has been 
employed to model a range of comprehension data 
in rhe texr-reading literature and in educational 
sertings. More broadly, there is a large body of lit
erarure showing chat nonanalogical representations 
play a role in language processing. Examples of 
such representations include knowledge of absrracc 
synractic rules (e.g., Frazier & Clifron, l 996) and 
probabilistic knowledge concerning rhe patrcrns of 
use of individual words, sentence consrruccions, syl
lables, and rhc like (e.g., Landauer & Dumais, l 997; 
MacDonald, Pcarlmutter, & Seidenberg, 1994; 
Roland, Dick, & Elman, 2007). TI1is sorr of infor

mation has been shown to play a role in language 
acquisition (e.g., Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996), 
language comprehension (e.g., MacDonald er al., 
1994; McRae, Spivey-Knowlton, & Tanenhaus, 
1998), and language production (e.g., Chang, Dell, 
& Bock, 2006). 

Proponents of analogical representations poim 
to a growing body of evidence from behavioral 
smdies (e.g., Glcnbcrg & Kaschak, 2002; Meteyard, 
Bahrami, & Vigliocco, 2007; Zwaan & Taylor, 
2.006) and m:uroimagingstudies (e.g., Buccino etal., 
2.005; Glenberg ct al., 2008; Hauk, Johnschrude, & 
Pulvermuller, 2004; Speer, Reynolds, Swallow, & 
Zacks, 2009) showing that the systems involved in 
perception and action planning are recruited dur
ing the comprehension of sentences describing both 
concrete and abstract sirnations. Behavioral studies 
have shown d1at the comprehension of sentences 
about action (e.g., "Open the drawer") facilitates 
the preparation and execution of congruent actions 
(e.g., pulling your arm coward your body; Glenberg 
& Kaschak, 2002; Zwaan & Taylor, 2006), and both 
that the comprehension of language abouc morion 
affects one's acuiry in perceiving motion in a visual 
stimulus (e.g., Meteyard er al., 2007) and char the 
perception of visual motion affects the comprehen
sion of sentences about morion (e.g., Kaschak et al., 
2005). Consistent with these behavioral results, 

IMRI studies have shown that asking participants to 

process words about perception and action activates 
the neural regions char have been identified as being 

involved in the processing of perceptual or moror 
informarion. As one example, Hauk ct al. (2004) 
demonstrated char the parts of the motor strip that 
have been identified as controlling rhe lips, fingers, 
and legs were activated when participanrs processed 
the words lick, pick, and kick, respectively. 

Given that situation models arc central to the 
process of comprehending language, a resolution 
of the quesrion abour the representational format 
of such models will be importallt to developing 
an understanding of whar it means to understand. 
Ir is not our goal co resolve this issue here, but 
a fow points can be made. First, most studies of 
language comprehension are not incisive on chc 
matter of whar kinds of representation underlie 
rhe comprehension process. With the exception of 
some recent srudies of rhe interplay between Ian· 
guage comprehension and systems of perception 
and action planning, task performance in studies 
of language: comprehension are generally open co 

explanation from both a propositional and analogi
cal perspective (witness the parallels between chis 
debate and the analogical/propositional debare in 
rhe licerarurc on memal imagery; e.g., Kosslyn, 
1994). More studies need to assess the nitty-grircy 
of the representational formats that arc used in rext 
comprehension. 

Second, it is possible char some types of abstract 
representational formats (e.g., some rypcs of propo
sitional representations) may rum out to be repre
sented analogically. As one example of this, Lakoff 
and Nunez (2000) argue chat abstracr mathemati
cal represen rations (such as mathematical sets) can 
be represented in rerms of concrete, analogical 
representations (e.g., a set can be represented as a 
conraincr). Third, although some have called for 
approaches char incorporate both abstract types of 
linguistic representation and analogical, experienrial 
types of representation (e.g., Louwerse, 2008), it 
remains co be seen whether such hybrid approaches 
can produce a satisfactory theory of language 
comprehension. 

Processing a Text 
Ac the beginning of this chapter, we walked 

through a hrief example of what would be involved 
in comprehending a short text about a person who 
needed to pay her rent. It was clear due under
sranding even a short, relatively straightforward rext 
involves a host of cognitive processes ranging from 
rhe detection and recognition of letters to the con
struction of inferences needed co fill in the gaps in 
the information presented explicitly in the rexr. In 
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this section of the chapter, we discuss the major pro
cesses involved in comprehending a rexr. 

FIRST THINGS FIRST 

Although the processing of all sentences in a rext 
requires some degree of cognitive work, a number of 
scudies have shown that the processing of initial sen
tences in a texr requires more efFort than the process
ing of subsequenr sentences. Gernsbacher (1990) has 
described this phenomenon in terms of laying a foun
dtition for subsequent comprehension to take place. 
Thus, processing the first sentences of a text involves 
the initial construction of a skuation model, and this 
initial construcrion involves extra processing efforr 
since the model needs to be started from scratch. 
Once the model is constructed, it becomes easier ro 
add more information as rhe text proceeds. It should 
be noted that chis phenomenon also holds for seg
mems of a text where shifts of various sorts occur. For 
exam pie, a comprehendcr may creare a new submode! 
within a larger siruation model of a rext to represent 
an extensive flashback thac is presented. 1hc creation 
of this submode! requires additional processing work 
and thus results in slower comprehension of the first 
few semcnces after rhe shifr cakes place. 

GATHERING RAW MATERIALS 

'foe lnformacion presented explicitly in a text 
forms the basis of text comprehension. The words 
and phrases char are used provide the initial triggers 
for retrieving information from memory, and it is 
che combination of informacion retrieved directly 
based on the words and phrases used in the texc and 
information chat is already present in the reader's 
situation model that combine to form che interpre

tation of a given sentence. 
We are describing the process of using lexical 

information to retrieve information from memory 
as a process of garhering raw materials for the con
strucrion of a situation model largely because this 
inirial srnge of processing is initially indiscriminate 
with respect ro whar is retrieved. Beginning wirh 
Swinney (1979), it has been shown rhat a wide 
range of information is activated when one inidally 
processes a word. Consider senrencc (5). 

(5) The spy placed a bug on the table. 

Swinney (1979) asked partidpams to listen to 
sentences such as (5). When the critical word (in 
chis case, bug) was reached, participants were visu
ally presented with a string ofleners on. a computer 
screen and participants had to decide whether it was 
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a word. 1he words that were presented were eirher 
related to the different senses of the critical word 
(e.g., spy and insect are related to different meanings 
of bitg) or were unrelared to the critical wnrd (e.g., 
sew). Swinney (1979) found that when the test words 
were presenred immediately after the critical word in 
the sentence, parricipancs were fast to respond to the 
words related to the meaning of the critical word and 
comparatively slower to respond to the unrelated 
word. This suggests that comprehenders immedi
ately access all relevant information when processing 
a word wirh multiple meanings. Nonetheless, it has 
also been shown rhar the contextually inappropriate 
meanings of rhe word are quickly dampened; acd
vation of inappropriate meanings seems co decay 
within around 750 msec from the processing of the 
word (Gernsbacher & Faust, 1995). 

Successful language comprehension requires the 
resolution of ambiguity. Ambiguicy exists at every 
represencacional level oflanguage (phonology, lexi
con, syntax, etc.), and most theories of language 
comprehension employ some mechanism through 
which ambiguity (e.g., selecting the meaning of 
an ambiguous word such as bug) is handled. For 
example, Gemsbacher (1990) suggests that ambi
guities in word meaning are resolved by higher 
level represencadons inhibiting the contexrually 
inappropriate lexical representations of the word 
in question (e.g., inhibicing the insect meaning 
of bug in a cornext about espionage). 111e quick 
resolution of ambiguity is cenrral to comprehen
sion as a failure co resolve ambiguities (e.g., by not 
selecting a single meaning of bug) can lead to the 
development of an incorrect represenration of the 
content of the text. Indeed, Gernsbacher and col
leagues have shown that an important disrinction 
between good and poor language comprehenders 
is the ability to inhibit contextually inappropriate 
meanings. Gernsbacher and Faust (1995) review 
several studies using methods similar ro the one 
employed by Swinney (1979) in whichic is shown 
chat whereas all readers inirially accivate a wide 
range ofinformation relevant ro the interpretation 
of a word with multiple meanings (such as bug), 
good comprehenders inhibit contextually inap
propriare information wirhin a fow hundred mil· 
liseconds, but poor comprehenders do not. Thus, 
all comprehenders successfully recrnit information 
for potential inclusion in one's represent:ttion of 
the meaning of a sentence or text, but poor com· 
prehenders struggle because they are unable to 

successfully inhibit the information chat is not ;el, 
evant co the comprehension of the ongoing text. 

ADDING TO THE STRUCTURE 

Theories of text comprehension cypically posit 
that information is added to a situarion model on 
a clause-by-clause or senrence-by-sencencc basis 
{e.g., Kinrsch, 1988). Here, the information that is 
rerrieved based on the explicit conrenr of the text 
is integrated with both the existing structure of the 
sitllarion model and additional knowledge that has 
been retrieved from memory. 11iis proccss is referred 
to as ttpd11tirtg the si warion model. It is che updating 
of sintation models rhar allows the comprehender 
co keep the coment of a text together in a coherent 
represemation. 

The updating of situation models raises three 
issues. First, how does the reader know that a series 
of sentences is intended co be inregrated into a 
single representation? There are several linguistic 
cues drnc signal the reader ro imerpret sentences as 
a discourse. Robenson er al. (2000) asked readers 
to prncess a series of semences such as "The family 

. rode cogerher in a car." When the series of sentences 
began wirh the definite article the, readers tended 
ro interpret rhe series of sencences as part of a con
nected discourse. On the other hand, when the 
same sencences were presenrcd wirh rhe indefinite 
article n., readers tended to imerprer rhe semences as 
being unrdared ro each orher. The use of the article 
the implies that the entities being discussed are enti
ties co wllich reference has already been made in 
che preceding sentences, and rhus it cues the reader 
ro treat che sentences as being related. Connecrives 
such as because, however, meflnwhiie, and others play 
a similar role. For example, consider rhe senrences, 
"The grandparenrs prepared the food for their party. 
Meanwhile, rhe family was loading inro their mini
van." The focus of the two sentences is completely 
different, but the use of the connective meflnwhile 
tells rhe reader that rbe two actions should be rreated 
as part of the same event. 

The second upd<Lting-related issue concerns the 
question of whar information should be integrated 
into the situation model. Here, rhe linguistic dis
rinction between given and new information (e.g., 
Haviland & Clark, 1974) is rclevanr. Given infor
mation is information that is already present in 
the situalion model. New information is informa
tion char is being introduced in the currenr clause 
or seiuencc. 'TI1e given information in the currem 
sentence provides an anchor co the current stare of 
the situarion model, and it indicates which elements 
of the model will be updated. For example, men
doning rhe name of one character in a story will 
anchor the currenc sentence to the representation 

of that characcer in the situation model, and it will 
signal rhac the new information in the sentence can 
be added to the model to update rhe representations 
involving that character. Although much informa
rion is recrieved from memory during rhe process
ing of a clause, only that informarion rhat can be 
anchored to existing elements of the situation model 
will be easily imcgrated into rhe updated version of 
the model. 

'TI1e final updating-related issue to be addressed 
here regards the means through which readers keep 
track of entities that are menrioned repeacedly in a 
texr. When texts are written, they do not repeatedly 
use the same word to refer to a panicular objecc or 
person. A character may be introduced as "Jane," 
and in the next senrence be referred ro as "she," and 
later in the text be referred to as "rhe woman with 
the brown hair." Tb maintain order in his or he.r 
situation model, the reader must realize that "Jane," 
"she," and "the woman with the brown hair" all refer 
ro the same person. 

The most studied case of reference in discourse 
processing is the comprehension of anaphoric refer
ence, or reference ro a person or object that has pre
viously been mentioned (as in the earlier example). 
One factor that influences the comprehension of 
anaphoric references is the nature of the informa
tion currently active in memory (and foregrounded 
in the mental model). If there is one female charac
ter currently in the foreground of rhe model (Jane), 
rhen pronouns such as "she" will be mapped onto 
Jane. If there is more than one female character in 
rhe foreground of the model, the pronoun will be 
mapped ro the one whose represenration is most 
active. In some cases, further knowledge is needed 
in order to determine the referent of an anaphor. 
When Jane is referred to as "the woman with brown 
hair," rhe reader needs to know that Jane has brown 
hair in order to easily understand the reference as 
intended. 

'TI1e choice of reference for an enricy in the text 
depends largely on rhe circumstances in which the 
entity is being menrioned. When a person or object 
is initially mentioned, it is usually marked with rhe 
arricle {tor fln, and rhe desa·iption provided is typi
cally somewhat detailed. Subsequent references are 
less detailed and may be made by pronouns or other 
"shorthand" referring expressions. 111e more the 
entity has been menrioned in the text, the shorter 
the referring terms tend to be. 111ese linguistic cues 
provide the reader with informarion as to whether 
a person or object that is being mentioned is one 
rhar has previously been mentioned in rhe text, or 
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whether a new enticy has been introduced to the 

situation. 

MAINTAINING COHERENCE 

1he preceding paragraphs have discussed several 
means through which readers integrate a series of 
sentences into a larger representation of the text. AB 
seen in the examples that were provided, iris possi
ble to create such larger represencarions by connect
ing information explicitly presented in rhe text ro 
information that is already present in one's situation 
model. Such connections are made through pro
cesses of memory retrieval, where elements of the 
incoming language (e.g., a pronoun such as she, or 
a proper name such as Jane) serve as cues to retrieve 
information from the existing situation model (e.g., 
Myers & O'Brien, 1998). 11rns, a pronoun such as 
she serves as a cue rn retrieve the identity of a female 
person who is currendy represented in the situation 
mode!. 1hese memory-driven processes are no doubt 
an important component of text comprehension, 
but they are nor sufficiem to explain the entirety of 
how readers maintain a coherent representation of a 
text. To make sense of a texr, readers often need to 
do additional processing work to figure om how the 
incoming sentence relates ro the existing situation 
model. 11mt is, they need to do processing work ro 
maintain the coherence of rhe text as new informa
tion comes in. 

Text comprehenders may strive to maintain 
coherence in their representation of a text in many 
ways. 111ey might connect each incoming sentence 
co the most recently encounrered sentences (as dis
cussed earlier). In doing so, the reader is arrempr
ing to maintain local coherence (e.g., McKoon & 
Ratcliff, 1992) in his or her situation model. On the 
other hand, readers may attempt ro maintain global 
coherence in their discourse model (e.g., Graesst:r, 
Singer, & Trabasso, 1994). Thar is, readers connect 
each incoming sentence ro both the local contem 
of the situation model and the global structure of 
the model (which includes information about the 
scructure of the text, the overarching goals of the 
characters, and so on). 

In general, readers atrempt to maintain both 
local and global coherence when rhey construct 
mental models (e.g., O'Brien & Albrecht, 1992). 
Consider the short text presented at the beginning 
of this chapter. 111e narrative begins by presenting 

. a goal for Jane (she needs to ger money into her 
bank account). Several sentences later, rhe reader is 
cold that Jane is going to the bank to deposit her 
check. AB nored in our discussion of that example, if 
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readers had been told chat Jane is going to the beach 
with her check, they would no doubt find the sen
tence incongruous. Part of the reason rhat readers 
find rhat statement co be inconsistent with the rest 
of the text is that the behavior it describes is incon
sistent wirh Jane's goals. That is, readers are keep
ing track of Jane's goals in order to maintain the 
global coherence of the text. In addition to tracking 
information needed to maintain global coherence, 
it is clear that readers am:mpr m maintain coher
ence from sentence to sentence (as seen in the pre
vious section of chis chapter; McKoon & Ratcliff, 
1992). If readers fail ro maintain global coherence 
in their discourse models, they may focus instead on 
maintaining local coherence. If a given text has too 
little local coherence, it will be viewed as altogether 

incoherem. 
To achieve global and local coherence, the reader 

must often fill in derails that are not explicitly pre
sented in the text. 1hat is, the reader must gener
ate inferences about rhe events being described in 
order rn maintain a coherent representation of the 
text. For example, when they encounter a pair of 
sentences such as "It was cold that morning. Joe 
slipped on the sidewalk," readers need to draw the 
inference that there may have been snow or ice Oil 

the sidewalk in order to integrate the rwo state
ments into a coherent discourse model. Although 
theories differ on the exact mechanisms through 
which inferences are generated, the general picture 
that emerges from the literature is that inference 
generation arises through the knowledge activation 
mechanisms that were discussed earlier in the con
text of "gathering raw materials" for the compre
hension process. Comprehenders retrieve not just 
information relevanc w the interpretation of indi
vidual words but also informarion associated with. 
those 1ileanings. For example, the spy meaning of 
bug implies not only espionage but also that the 
spy and the person being spied upon are enemies 
(or at least working for different government agen
cies). This knowledge forms the basis for inference 
generation, such that when we are told that one 
character in a story plants a bug in the hotel room 
of another character, we can use the knowledge 
retrieved to integrate the fact that the characters 
work for different governments into our situation 

model. 
One of the major research questions about 

inference generntion during text processing has 
centered on the issue of when inferences are gen
erated and when they are not. According to the 
minimalist position (McKoon & Ratcliff, 1992), 

readers mostly attempt to maintain local coherence 
when they process a text. 111e only inferences that 
are routinely generated by readers are thost: that are 
required to maintain local coherence (such as the 
inference rhat rhere was ice on the sidewalk from 
the example in the previous paragraph). Readers 
are capable of drawing more global inferences from 
ccxc, bm these inferences are only drawn under cer
tain circumstances (e.g., when the reader is attempt
ing ro process the text more deeply than usual). In 
contrast, the promiswous generation position main
tains chat readers routinely generate a wide range 
of inferences from the text, including those that 
are not srricrly necessary to ensure local coherence 
(Kincsch, 1988). These inferences include infer
ences about rhe goals of the characters, the emo
tional stare of the characters, the cause-and-effect 
relationship between events in rhe text, the intent 
of the writer in conveying particular pieces ofinfor
marion, and so on. 

A compromise between rhese extreme posi
cions is the constructivist position {Graesser er al., 
1994). The constructivist position holds that read
ers routinely draw inferences that meet their goals 
as comprehenders, inferences that maintain rhe 
coherence of rhe text, and inferences chat explain 
why different cvcms in the text are taking place. On 
this view, n.:aders may appear ro behave in accord 
with the minimalist position under certain condi
tions, and behave in accord with rhe promiscuous 
generation position in other conditions depending 
on rhe nature of the rext and the goals they have in 
comprehending chat text. For example, if the reader 
is atrt:mpting co skim the text in an effort to quickly 
glean information, he or she may draw few infor
ences (in keeping with rhe minimalist position). 
On rhe ocher hand, if individuals are reading a texc 
for enjoyment (say, if rhLy are reading a detective 
novel) or if they are trying ro learn abom a new field 
of study, they may read the cext more c;1refully and 
draw a wider range of inferences (see Foercsch & 
Gernsbacher, 1994). 

STRATEGIC PROCESSING 

We conclude our discussion of the rheorcti
cal issues surrounding text comprehension by 
saying a few words about the ways that reading 
strategies play a role in rhe compreht:nsion pro
cess. We have already discussed some of this in 
the context of constructionist approaches to rext 
comprehension, where the general idea is that 
readers can choose to read a text in great detail 
or can choose to skim over the texc and skip over 

a !or of the derail. Indeed, it has been noted thal 
readers typically adopt a minimalist approach co 
comprehension and construct text representations 
thar are just "good enough" to allow comprehen
sion to proceed (e.g., Foertsch & Gernsbacher, 
1994; Ferreira, 2003). It is clear that the amount 
of effort that a reader puts into comprehending a 
rext has a strong influence on che representations 
that are consrrucced. 

Another way char strategic processing can affect 
text comprehension is through the expeccations chat 
readers bring to bear about the text based on genre 
information. Experienced readers know chat news
paper stories, deteccive novels, science fiction stories, 
and romantic comedies have typical structures, and 
knowledge of these structures can affect the ways 
that readers glean information from the text and the 
kinds of situation models that are consrrucced (e.g., 
Graesser, Kassler, Kreuz, & McLain-Allen, 1998; 
Zwaan, 1994). 

Theories of Text Comprehension 
In this section, we briefly introduce several 

theories that have been put forch to explain text 
comprehension. 

Construction-Integration Model 
Kintsch's (1988) Construcdon-Integration (Cl) 

model is one of the most successful models of text 
comprehension. Although the model is not univer
sally endorsed, there is a fairly wide consensus that 
the CI model captures nearly all of the basic processes 
that are required for successful comprehension. 
1he CI model proposes rhat cext is comprehended 
in two iterative stages. During the Construction 
stage, the incoming texcbase enters working mem
ory and retrieves potentially relevant information 
from long-term memory. TI1is stage of processing 
happens quickly and automatically. During che 
Integration stage, the comprehension system assim
ilates the new information with the previously exist
ing model of the discourse. The Integration stage is 
comparatively slow and resource consuming, as the 
comprehension :.ystem pares down the information 
activated in the Construction stage and integrates 
only the information that is mosr relevant to the 
present situarion inco the model of the discourse. 
The CI model provides a framework through which 
to understand rhe processes involved as information 
is activated, inhibited, and integrated into a coher
ent situation model, and as such can be applied co 
many of the research findings discussed throughout 
this chapter. 
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Structure Building Framewm·k 
The Strucrure Building Framework was out

lined by Gernsbacher (1990). 1he theory proposes 
that discourse comprehension proceeds by build
ing strucrured representadons of the information 
presemed in the textbase. The "srrucmre" is based 
around the initial elements presemed in the texr
base. For example, if a narrative began, "Jane woke 
up on 11mrsday morning ... ," Jane would be the 
focus of the new structure. The process of initiating 
a structure is called laying a foundation. When new 
information is presemed, ic can either be mapped to 
rhe existing scrucrure, or ir can prompt the compre
hension system to rhift to a new structure. Finally, 
some information in the structure can be enhanced 
and made more available for further processing, 
whereas other information can he mppressed and 
made temporarily unavailable for further process
ing. The Srrnccure Building Framework has been an 
influential account of rhe processes through which 
coherence is maintained in rhe ongoing compre
hension of a situation model. 

1he Memot')'-Based Approach to Discourse 
Processing 

Myers and O'Brien (1998) describe the memo
ry-based approach to discourse processing. Whereas 
the Consrrucrion-Integration model and the 
Structure Building Framework posir rhe operation 
of "active" processing mechanisms (in the sense 
that these mechanisms actively retrieve or inhibit 
information when building a representation of the 
discourse), the memory-based approach is built 
on passive inechanisms of memory retrieval. The 
memory-based approach is based 011 Hintzman's 
(1986) MINERVA and its resonance process of 
memoiy retrieval. On this view, incoming infonna
tion resonates both wirh the existing model of the 
discourse and wkh information in long-term mem
ory. Information from memory is used to interpret 
the incoming senrence co the extent that it resonates 
wirh the new information. The primary comribu
rion of the memory-based approach has been to 
outline a passive memory retrieval mechanism that 
serves as a theoretical alternative to the more active 
"activation and inhibirion" med1anisms that have 
played a large role in many extant theories of text 
comprehension {e.g., Gemsbacher, 1990; Kinrsch, 
1988). 

Event-Indexing Model 
Zwaan et al.'s {1995) Event-Indexing model pro

poses that readers continually monitor the discourse 
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model to maintain coherence on five dimensions: 
protagonist (who is involved in the evenrs being 
described), time (when the events take place), 
space {where the characters, objects, and events are 
located), causality (why the events happen), and 
intentionality (what drives the protagonist, i.e., his 
goals and intentions). Shifts on any one of those 
dimensions-for example, if the text indicates a 
temporal delay berween one event and the next
are typically associated with some processing cost 
as readers update their mental model. 'foe largest 
processing costs tend to be associated with discon
tinuities on the time and protagonist dimensions. 
The Event-Indexing model has been influencial in 
shaping research on how the dynamics involved in 
updating many aspects of a situation model at once 
affect thr:: comprehension process. 

Conclusions 
Text comprehension is a complex cognmve 

operation that requires several levels of linguistic 
processing and the integration of informarion pre
sented in the text with knowledge from the rellder's 
long-term memory. As discussed in rhis chapter, 
research conducted during the past decades has pro
ductively enumerated the processes involved in text 
comprehension, and several valuable theories have 
been developed. Nonetheless, there are many excit
ing frontiers of text comprehension research char are 
only beginning to be explored. For example, several 
researchers have begun to apply basic research on 
text comprhension to problems related to the reme
diation of reading difficulties (e.g., Rapp, van den. 
Broek, McMaster, Kendeou, & Espin, 2007; see 
also chapters in McNamara, 2007). There is prom
ise chat research of the sort that has been reviewed 
in this chapter can contribute co the development of 
educational practices and incerventions. As another 
example, there is growing interest in the qtiesrion 
of whether the comprehension of texts reflects the 
same sort of processes that are involved in the com
prehension of the events char occur in our lives. 
This research has suggested that similar principles 
can applied to the understanding of text process
ing and both event processing (e.g., Speer & Zacks, 
2005) and the processing of episodes in films (e.g., 
Magliano, Miller, & Zwaan, 2001; Zacks, Speer, & 
Reynolds, 2009). Finally, the use of neuroimaging 
cechniques such as fM:RI to explore text comprehen
sion promises to open new possibilities for· explor
ing che processes and representations involved in 
the comprehension process (e.g., Robertson et al., 
2000; Speer et al., 2009). Exploration of mese 

new frontiers of research will no doubt deepen our 
understanding of text comprehension and ensure 
thar the llt!Xt decades of research in this area are 
as excidng and productive as the previous decades 
have been. 
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